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Proposal Abstract

Literacy rates in Africa and Latin America are on different ends of the spectrum. Africa is home to some of the poorest countries in the world and Latin America is not too far behind. Literacy rates generally correlate to wealth as a country. The plights of Africa and Latin America are no different. In general, Africa has some of the lowest literacy rates in the world and has been the place for horrific fighting for decades. This epidemic has hit the women and children especially hard. Women in Africa have an illiteracy rate of 50% (allafrica.com 2010). This is something that cannot continue in the world. Until this is fixed, the people of Africa will not be able to reach their full potential.

Latin America, on the other hand, has relatively high literacy rates for developing countries (CIA 2011). This is a model that the governments in Africa and the world can learn from. People in both areas face many of the same issues. The successes by the people of Latin America can be a goal for all third world countries to achieve. With the improved literacy rates the people of Africa might begin to limit the violence that has gripped the area for so many years.

Background & Research Question

In the U.S. and in other countries around the world, education is essential to reducing poverty and stimulating economic growth. No country has achieved rapid economic growth without investing in education and reaching an adult literacy rate of at least 40 percent (Basic Education Coalition 2009). Quality education equips people with the knowledge, skills and self-
reliance they need to increase income and expand opportunities for employment. Education has played a tremendous role in the growth of the world's modern industrial societies, including major economic booms in the U.S. and Western Europe in the mid-1900s and the Asian Tigers in the 1980s (Basic Education Coalition 2009). For example, South Korea rose from post-war economic ruin to become an economic dynamo today, partly due to its educational achievements.

Not only is one-fifth of the world's adult population illiterate, but also 100 million children are not attending primary school (UNESCO 2004). This is a "severe violation of rights and a brake on all aspects of development", says UNESCO's fourth Education for All report. The report estimates an additional US$2.5 billion needs to be spent each year if goals to achieve a 50% improvement in adult literacy are to be reached by 2015. UNESCO says governments and aid agencies must allocate more cash for youth and adult literacy programs, as well as expanding quality primary and lower-secondary education.

While there is increasing backing for universal primary education, literacy is not high on the agenda of countries that give aid to other countries. As Americans have come to realize, literacy is crucial if individuals are to participate in political, social, and economic life. In Africa, improved literacy rates could help to improve health, family planning, and HIV/AIDS prevention.

The economic instabilities in the world today have been a burning issue for quite some time. It is the primary duty of every head of the state to secure the lives of its citizens. Ensuring financial security of the citizens along with securing the future of the nation is one of the topmost priorities of the government. However, as the recent economic turmoil did not spare even the most prosperous and wealthy nations, one can imagine the hardships that the underdeveloped and the third world countries are facing.
Africa has been a war torn volatile area for decades. Almost 20% of adults around the world are unable to read or write. However, the figure in Africa is almost twice the average. Africa as a whole has many strong regional differences within the continent. West Africa has lower literacy rates than the Southern portion of the continent. While literacy skills have the power to transform individual lives and whole communities, the number of people who are unable to read and write at present poses a major barrier to economic development in Africa. The UN says those people lacking access to education are often the most disadvantaged and marginalized populations (UNESCO 2004). A high percentage of these people are women and girls, indigenous populations and people with disabilities. Today one in five adults in Africa are illiterate and many of them are women (UNESCO 2004).

While Latin America has been a little unstable it has not suffered like Africa. One result of this might be literacy rates. The more educated the population, the harder it is to force them into fighting wars. There have been many efforts underway to help the African people learn to read while the individual countries have not really focused on the issue whole-heartedly. Latin America, on the other hand, has made it a focus for each country, which is evident in the high literacy rates. My research is based on finding literacy rates of the countries within both Africa and Latin America and comparing the this along with the economical stability of these countries. The goal is to find if there is a direct correlation between literacy rates and the wealth of a country.

Children respond strongly to a welcoming, caring environment regardless of their background; feeling cared for will greatly alter a child's performance, prompting academic accomplishments and increased effort as well as the growth of healthy interpersonal (Sedena-Santana, I. 2000). In addition, children who participate with their families to celebrate their
cultural traditions and background have been proven to have better childhood behavior, improved academic achievement, an improved sense of identity, and enhanced ability to adjust to varying circumstances (Olson, A. 2010). This is where the driving force in the changes that need to take place will come from. As we all know, children are the future and without the ability of the children to learn in a stable situation. Librarians can help to facilitate this participation by encouraging families to read folklore from their cultures, to celebrate their rituals, and to share their folklore with others. Many of these folklores are told to children from parents and elders.

Being able to accept and support Latino cultures and experiences is essential for a children’s librarian in today’s world. Nearly one out of six residents in the United States, or approximately 46.9 million people, identify as Latino (U.S. Census 2008). While the majority of Latinos in the United States are Mexican or of Mexican descent, a librarian must be extremely careful to pay attention to the cultural diversity demographics within the Latino population they serve.

Literature Review

The percentage of the school age population in African countries that make it into school is among the lowest in the world and this is especially challenging at the primary school level (Global Literacy Project 2008). Throughout most of Africa a severe lack of funds coupled with a lack of adequate teachers, classrooms, and learning materials adversely affect the educational environment. This will be one of the main efforts in this research. The fact that so many children are not attending school is one of the main focuses of this type of study. Without the children attending school and succeeding then the countries themselves will not be able to adequately function on the world stage.
Since the 1950s, education went from being a requisite of national identity to being recognized as an instrument of power, an important factor of development, the dispenser of human resources, and the guarantor of the continuity of the entire local scene. Important post-World War II education meetings have included the Regional Seminar on Adult Literacy and Education in Rio de Janeiro in 1949 and the Seminar in Primary Education in Montevideo in 1950. Other important meetings took place during the 1950s. In 1979, the Declaration of Mexico set the goals for the Major Project in Education in Latin America. Towns are no longer able to absorb part of the rural work force and most people who subsist on the peripheries of cities have nothing to do there. Among educational problems are teachers who do not have sufficient education, school programs that are not relevant to their students, and the large gap between community life and the scholastic milieu. Yet people are optimistic about changes. The conditions for success are of an ethical and political order. Only in a framework of greater equality will it be possible to make progress. International Literacy Year is a stimulating challenge and signifies the moment of truth for Latin America (Roca 1990).

There are three main efforts in the literature review. The first is the literacy rates in Africa. The second is the literacy rates in Latin America. The third is the correlation between literacy rates and a country’s overall wealth. Although similar types of studies have been (Florida Literacy Coalition 2008); I intend to find if a Latin America model will work for Africa by reviewing the CIA Factbook literacy rates.

Methods, Data and Study Area

The primary methods of this research will incorporate spatial analysis to determine literacy rates by country by mapping the literacy rates from both UNESCO and the CIA World
FactBook. Economic data from the CIA World Fact Book will also be incorporated to determine if there is a correlation between the two. This will be conducted for both Africa and Latin America. Population data will also be taken into account to ensure total populations do not skew the results. This will be broken down as well to display the disparity between men and women as well as the disparity between the different areas within Latin America and Africa.

In South Africa an integrated methodological approach is being used to draw on the benefits of the language experience approach. In line with this research effort within the country, the program wants to enhance the visual literacy and perceptual skills students need to be able to understand a range of graphics. It is also aimed to develop automaticity by addressing the mechanics of reading, phonemic awareness, letter-sound relationships and word analysis (Khari Gude 2011). Illiteracy problems in Latin America cannot be faced successfully without taking into account what happens at the beginning of their primary school education. Almost all children enter primary school, but some of those children from marginal sectors of the population repeat the early grades one or more times and leave school without ever completing. A lack of promotion and low retention constitute the evidence of a deeper problem. Traditional school practices make the beginning of literacy more difficult precisely for those children who are more dependent on school help.

Conclusion

Education is the cornerstone of success in society. Without efforts to increase literacy rates and education in Africa, the area will never reach its full potential. This thesis has several goals; the first is to determine the literacy rates for each country in Africa and Latin America. The second is to compare the two with the thought that the countries in Latin America have higher literacy rates. The third is to correlate literacy rates and a given countries wealth. The
belief with this is Africa might be able to stop the constant warring and improve the life of the population. While Latin America has had multiple dictatorships and coups, the literacy rates have been steadily improving.

The results of this project will not incorporate the outside factors, which affect literacy rates. This will simply be a study of the literacy rates between the two regions. The shocking thing to many people might be how high the literacy rates are in Latin America. This study is also designed to show the disparity between Africa and Latin America. The hope is to find a way to establish a better educational system in Africa with hopes that stability will return and living conditions will improve.
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